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Lecture 8: Equations of Motion
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Learning Objectives

• Understand derivation of equations of motion 
(EOM) from Newton’s second law of motion

• Know the EOM for acceleration in u and in v

• Understand each of the EOM terms and the 
factors that comprise term 

• Know the units for the terms in the equations
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Equations of Motion
• Newton’s laws of motion

– 1st if net external force = 0, there is no acceleration

– 2nd acceleration proportional to external force 
and inversely related to mass of the object

– 3rd for every action there is an opposite and equal reaction

• Equations of motion based on 2nd law

• F = m * a OR  a = F / m

– F = force (newtons)
– m = mass (kg)
– a = acceleration (m/sec2) = F / m
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Second Law Computes Acceleration 
(Ratio of Force / Mass)

Acceleration = Force / Mass

m / sec2 = kg m sec-2 / kg 

However when dealing with fluids, instead of 
solids, we compute forces per unit volume

m / sec2 ≠ kg m sec-2 / m3

m sec-2 ≠ kg m sec-2 m-3
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Example

• 1 newton applied to 1 kg 
• Leads to an acceleration = force / mass 

1 kg * (1 m * sec-2) / 1 kg = 1 m sec-2

• Acceleration can be in different 
directions (e.g., du/dt, dv/dt, dw/dt) 

• More typically expressed as partial 
derivatives (e.g., ∂u/∂t, ∂v/∂t, ∂w/∂t) 
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Equations of Motion

• Describe forces acting on (moving) water parcels 

• Other terminology: 

– Euler equation
• Leonhard Euler: first version (1707 – 1783)

– Acceleration equation

– Stokes-Navier equation
• Claude-Louis Navier (1785 – 1836)
• Sir George Gabriel Stokes (1819 – 1903)
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Equations of Motion 
(Force / Volume)

• When dealing with fluids in motion,  convenient to 
consider the forces acting “per unit volume”

• To convert force per volume to force per mass we 
divide by ρ (density)

– Remember:  Density = Mass / Volume 

– So: Mass = Volume * Density

• Define:   Specific Volume = 1 / ρ (Units: m3 / kg)

• Acceleration = (Force / Volume) * 1 / ρ
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Let’s Check the Units

Acceleration = (1/ρ) * (force/volume)

Acceleration = m3 kg-1 * kg m sec-2/m3

This works out to acceleration: m sec-2
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When dealing with fluids in motion, it is 
convenient to consider the forces acting 
“per unit volume”:

Acceleration = (1/ρ) * (force/volume)

A = specific volume  * force per unit volume

Equations of Motion 
(Force / Volume)

δ(Velocity) / δ(Time) = (1/ρ) * (force/volume)
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Equations of Motion 
(Remember the Coordinate System)

East                

Depth                

Acceleration:  δ(Velocity) / δ(Time)    
Velocity:  δ(Location) / δ(Time) 

1-D First: Let’s Assume only Velocity is U (on X axis)
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Acceleration in 1 Direction

We can write acceleration as a derivative:

d(speed)/d(time) = (1/ρ) * (force/volume)

Let’s assume we are dealing with only one 
direction (x) and one speed (u):

du/dt = (1/ρ) * (force/volume)
(this is a partial derivative)
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Equations of Motion 
(Remember the Coordinate System)

East                

Depth                
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Flow in 1 Direction

Acceleration in East – West Direction (x).

What forces act upon water 
parcels ?
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Flow in 1 Direction

du/dt: East – West Direction (x)
dv/dt: North – South Direction (x)

What other factors go into the Fx term ?      
Wind stress, Friction, Tides
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Flow in 1 Direction
du/dt: East – West Direction (x)

dv/dt: North – South Direction (x)

Why are dp/dx negative ?  
The flow is in the direction of decreasing pressure 
(water flows from high to low pressure)    
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Flow in 1 Direction

Why is Coriolis + in du/dt ?
Influence of V (N-S speed) 
on E-W acceleration: 

Why is Coriolis – in dv/dt ?       
Influence of U (E-W speed)
on N-S acceleration: 
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Pressure Term: 
What is the frame of reference? 

Sea surface

(West)       P1 Longitude               P2 (East)
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Pressure Term: How do we quantify 
acceleration due to pressure ?  

Sea surface
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Pressure Term
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Coriolis Term
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Friction Term

• Friction causes motion in the sea                     
(interactions with wind or with overlying water) 

• Friction also slows motion in the sea

• Friction is determined (or measured) by change         
in shear stress over distance typically depth 

• Shear stress is the rate of change in velocity 
(velocity shear) with depth, multiplied by viscosity

• Distance is usually in the z direction
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What is Velocity Shear

Rate of 
change in 
velocity 
with 
distance

eg., du/dz
Units of velocity shear:  

du/dz = m/sec/m = 1/sec
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Shear Stress (Tau)
• A measure of the rate of change in velocity 

with distance (du/dz) times dynamic viscosity

• Shear stress tau (τ) is pressure due to friction

• Shear stress has units of pressure (pascals)

• Friction is measured by the rate of change in  
shear stress with distance (usually depth) 

• That is, we are measuring a rate of change in a 
rate of change. (i.e., a second derivative)
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Shear Stress has units of pressure 

Dynamic Viscosity

In this case Az

because shear   
in z direction
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Friction is measured by the rate of change in  
shear stress with distance (usually depth) 

That is, we are measuring a rate of change in a 
rate of change. (i.e., a second derivative)

Calculating Shear Stress
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Taking the derivative of Tau with distance 

pascals / m or (kg m-1sec-2) / m = kg m-2 sec-2

So in the equation of motion: 

(kg m-2 sec-2) * (m3 kg-1) =  m sec-2 (an acceleration) 

Shear Stress (Tau)
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We visualize the pressure force like this
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We visualize the friction force like this
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So in the equation of motion: 

= (m3 kg-1) * (kg m-2 sec-2) 

= m sec-2 

(an acceleration) 
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So what are the equations of motion?
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Equations of Motion in u and v

(Note Coriolis Effect)
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Coriolis force per unit vol = (m*f*u)/m3 = kg/m2 sec2

kg/m2 sec2 * 1/ρ (where ρ = rho)

kg/m2 sec2 * m3/kg = m/sec2 = acceleration

Checking units for CF
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Friction in u and v

Friction = Az is eddy viscosity in z 
(written here kinematic viscosity)
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The Vertical Dimension

If dw/dt = 0 and Fz = 0, 
only pressure gradient influences  water flow:    
dp / dz = - ρ * g = pressure gradient
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Vertical Motion

Forces in the vertical are pressure,
acceleration due to gravity, and friction

Force due to gravity per unit volume

Acceleration in the vertical is often weak  
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The Vertical Dimension

So what?

Large-scale flow (gyres) are largely driven by hydrostratic
pressure, quantified as vertical pressure gradients
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Checking the units of the EOM
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Principle of Continuity  

Because seawater is virtually incompressible, the 
mass of a moving water parcel is conserved.
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Principle of Continuity  

If the dimension (length) of a water parcel  
changes in one direction (x, y or z axis), it must 
also change in one or both of the other dimensions.

What do you 
think happens 
when water 
flows over a 
shallow bank 
or a seamount ?
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Principle of Continuity  

In other words, the mass of water flowing into a 
space must equal the volume of water flowing out 
of that space:


